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SCHEDULE 1 – THE PROJECT
To commission services, part fund officers, and award grants from the
COMMISSIONER’S GRANT.
Purpose (aims and objectives) of the funding
Section 143 of the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 provides the
Commissioner with powers to award crime and disorder reduction grants.
The COMMISSIONER’S GRANT can be used to commission services to help
victims or witnesses of, or other persons affected by, offences and anti-social
behaviour.
The Recipient may use the COMMISSIONER’S GRANT for match-funding projects
at the local level, or to lever funding from other local funding streams through matchfunding for local innovative and dynamic projects.
The project will help to support the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan:- keeping
the most vulnerable in our communities safe from crime and harm and supporting
those who are a victim of crime, strong and effective partnership working, tackling
the impact of drugs and alcohol on communities, supporting those with mental health
issues including those with learning difficulties who come into contact with the
Criminal Justice System, working with young people, understanding the needs of
young victims and offenders and preventing them from becoming involved in criminal
activities.
Brookfield School on behalf of the Chesterfield Locality Childrens Partnership will
deliver the following:


*Ensure that two educational cohorts from throughout Chesterfield Borough
(years 5 and 6 in 25 Junior and Primary schools) will have received training
and peer support to be safe online, and to have an understanding of the
legalities of putting indecent images of a minor online.



*Children and young people will be supported by 100 digital leaders.



*Professionals will be trained to support future generations of digital leaders.



*Children will learn at an earlier age and from each other which we know are
powerful learning tools.



*Lower case numbers for the police, children’s and health services.

Where deliverables are quantifiable (as denoted by an asterisk*) please ensure that
this is reflected in the progress reports. Baseline data should be established from the
project start date as well as the methodology to be used to measure the outcomes.
This information should be clearly outlined in both the six and twelve month progress
reports.

In addition, please note the following as discussed in our initial meeting:


All Projects must actively acknowledge the support of the PCC for Derbyshire
in all publicity, including, where they have them, on their website and other
social media platforms.



The Organisation agrees to support The Commissioner’s commitment to
diversity and, where appropriate, to assist The Commissioner with his
commitment in his Police and Crime Plan to develop a policing family that is
more representative of the diverse communities within his commission area.



Where appropriate, the Organisation agrees to help publicise the Derbyshire
CORE Victims Services website. http://www.core-derbyshire.com/



The Organisation agrees to hold regular and at least quarterly meetings, with
the Force’s Digital PCSO.



Where appropriate, the Organisation agrees to assist The Commissioner in
discharging his duty to engage with all communities within his commission
area.



The Organisation acknowledges that this grant is for a twelve month period
only and involves no ongoing commitment by The Commissioner to fund the
Organisation in future years.

